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Alexis
Nikole Nelson
BLACK FORAGER
Alexis Nikole Nelson is a young foraging sensation, inspiring her 3 million followers to connect
with African American and Indigenous food traditions through social media. Posting videos on
@BlackForager and TikTok she takes a humorous and educational approach to sharing Ohio’s
natural bounty, teaching her audience how to collect and cook wild ingredients, which can mean
anything from turning a jackpot of puffball mushrooms into cookies, or taking a gamble on
churning acorns into cheese. Nelson also makes the Forbes 30 under 30 North America 2022 list,
for her work redefining how we think about food.

Sean
Sherman
THE SIOUX CHEF
A leader in the food sovereignty revolution, Sean Sherman is both a chef and the founder of The
Sioux Chef, a group of experts committed to revitalising Native American cuisine. Along with
his wife Dana Thompson, he opened his first restaurant, Owamni, in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
in June 2021, serving Native American-inspired dishes made exclusively with indigenous
ingredients. Sherman hopes his influence will empower other indigenous communities to
reclaim their lost food histories, both in the US and across the world.
Hear more from Sherman in our podcast: ‘The Sioux Chef’.

José
Andrés
WORLD CENTRAL KITCHEN
The US-based, Spanish chef has transcended the kitchen to bring humanitarian aid to people
who need it all over the globe. He can usually be found at the front line of a natural crisis, feeding
those in need with his food relief organisation, World Central Kitchen, and has been recognised
for his empowering work with accolades like the Basque Culinary Prize in 2020, and a Nobel
Peace Prize nomination in 2019. We expect to see more from the philanthropic chef next year,
especially with the launch of his new media platform, José Andrés Media, telling the food stories
that need to be heard.

Sana
Javeri Kadri
DIASPORA CO.
Stepping out from out behind the lens, former food and culture photographer Sana Javeri
Kadri has dedicated herself to Diaspora Co., a fair-trade spice company, which she founded in
2017 aged just 23 years old. Starting out with ethically farmed turmeric, she has already grown
the company to sell 30 single-origin spices from 150 farms across India and Sri Lanka, where
farmers are paid on average six times above the commodity price. Empowering local farmers
and encouraging sustainable farming, the company plans to provide all workers on its partner
farms with healthcare.

Marcus
Rashford
FIGHTING CHILD FOOD POVERTY
Marcus Rashford, the Manchester United and England footballer, has been leading the charge
against child food poverty in the UK since the beginning of the pandemic and continues to do
so. From famously forcing the UK Prime Minister to backtrack on cutting funding for free school
dinners, to teaming up with some of the UK’s best-known chefs, his crusade against child hunger
continues to be a force for good. This Christmas, the footballer has teamed up with chef Tom
Kerridge to create a £10 menu to help people in need “wake up on Christmas morning happy”.
He will surely continue to use his profile to raise awareness of the cause next year.

Louise
Mabulo
THE CACAO PROJECT
Chef, farmer and conservationist Louise Mabulo is best known for The Cacao Project, a social
initiative that she founded in her native Philippines to boost farmers’ profits by encouraging the
sustainable farming of cacao. At just 20 years old, she had already helped more than 200 farmers
plant 80,000 trees through the project, and she was recognised as a Young Champion of the Earth
2019 by the United Nations Environment Programme as well as appearing on the Forbes 30 under
30 list. Alongside being an accomplished chef, her commitment to positive activism continues to
inspire local producers around the planet.

Josh
Niland
FISH BUTCHER
The Australian fish butcher and leading voice on how we should all really be sourcing, handling,
and eating fish, continues to make waves with his revolutionary way of thinking about fish at
both a professional and domestic level. His new cookbook, Take One Fish, captures his crusade
in encouraging home cooks to take a scale-to-tail approach. Earlier this year, Niland said he
believed that it was his responsibility to educate future generations of chefs, and he continues to
be the most influential voice likely to drive that change.

David
Rockwell
THE ROCKWELL GROUP
When the pandemic struck, it took some quick thinking for the hospitality industry to re-invent
itself under strict new health guidelines. David Rockwell, founder and president of New Yorkbased design and architecture firm The Rockwell Group, was one of the first responders. Working
with NYC Hospitality Alliance, he created DineOut NYC, which introduced adaptable and modular
dining systems, and helped businesses to reopen quickly with safe dining options. This kind of
creative and practical thinking will be indispensable in the industry over the coming months and
years, as businesses continue to evolve with new regulations and changes in dining habits. The
Rockwell Group was a winner in the Global Future Design Awards 2021 for their DineOut NYC project.

Maya
Terro
FOODBLESSED
Trailblazing activist Maya Terro leads the hunger-relief and food rescue non-profit organisation
FoodBlessed in Lebanon. The co-founder and executive director transforms unwanted food
from supermarkets and food outlets into wholesome free meals for those in need with the
help of a team of volunteers. In 2019, Terro was chosen by OCHA as one of the top 24 Women
Humanitarians in the World. In 2020, following the Beirut port blast, Terro was instrumental in
feeding blast victims, setting up community kitchens in Beirut. She is also listed in the 50 Next
class of 2021.

Daniel
Humm
ELEVEN MADISON PARK
The Swiss-born chef from former ‘best restaurant in the world’, the three-Michelin-starred
Eleven Madison Park, sent shockwaves through the industry when he switched to a plant-based
menu after a pandemic-induced pause this summer. While he might not be the first high-profile
chef to turn to plant-based cuisine, very few have taken such a leap of faith at such a high level,
when they didn’t really have to. He continues to stick with his plant-based vision of the future,
living by his convictions, even walking away from Davies and Brook restaurant last month. As a
chef at the top of his game, it will be interesting to see how much traction his vision gains, who
will follow and who will watch with interest from the sidelines.

Zineb
Hattab
KLE RESTAURANT
Multilingual and internationally trained rising-star chef Zineb Hattab took a calculated gamble
opening her first solo venture, and Zurich’s first plant-based fine-dining restaurant, Kle,
just before the pandemic struck. She also recently opened a second plant-based Moroccan
restaurant, Dar, on the back of her success. Hattab has trained under some of the world’s best
chefs and is making a name for herself on the culinary circuit, unafraid to take risks, think local
and lead from within. We’re expecting her to pick up some big accolades in the future.
Find out why quitting her career as an engineer and taking up cooking was the best move she ever made,
in our podcast.

OneDine
CONTACTLESS PAYMENT
SOLUTION FOR FOOD SERVICE
Restaurant technology will continue to lead the way in a socially distanced society, with
companies like US-based OneDine paving the way. During the pandemic, they adapted their
sensor technology to help restaurants set up drive-through services, let customers order ahead
online, text-to-pay and scan-to-pay, which were all fundamental in restaurants operating safely
in a contactless world. We expect to see more from this technology as automation and selfservice options continue to evolve and refine in a post-pandemic world.
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